Two of the galleys came speeding into the fight, and by their very
presence determined it. The third pushed oa to engage the less
damaged of the two Venetians that had been the first to suffer, but
which by now had contrived to clear again for action. As for Feliciani's
vessel, an attempt to jettison her guns, so as to, lighten her and bring
' her wound clear of the water, had been made too Sate, She was
sinking.
Lando was still behind the island, a good two miles away. But he
no longer laughed. The sound of gunfire had changed his amused
satisfaction into a dreadful conviction that he had somehow been
tricked, for it reached him whilst the fugitives he hunted were still in
view to the north of Procida. In a fury he recklessly Jlogged the last
ounce of effort from his slaves. With backs streaming blood and chests
convulsively heaving, they pulled him round Chiupetto, and there to
his dismay Lando found himself faced by six Imperial galleys in line
abreast, whilst of Feliciani's four only three were visible, and these
partly dismantled and obviously captured. Away in the direction of
Posilipo three galleons and three lesser craft under sail were running
unopposed for Naples.
"Sia scorre!" The command to back the vessels was the cry.
But in response to it there was no arising and turning of the slaves,
so as to row with their faces to the prow* The majority of the wretches,
brutally driven to exhaustion by the frenzy of the last hour, merely
ceased to row and collapsed gasping over the oars. Only the hardiest
amongst them could even reach for their water-buckets to slake theii
burning thirst.
The wardens looked to their captains for orders, the captains to
Lando's galley. Lando, with hell in his heart and a thundercloud on
his brow, erect on the poop, weighed the evil situation. His gangs
were in no case to carry the vessels forward at once. No flogging
could stimulate again those fainting slaves until they had rested, and
with the wind now blowing in his face he could make no use of sails.
Six galleys opposed his six. To pass they would certainly not allow
him, and unless he could pass at once, without being delayed by an
engagement, those supply ships would reach harbour. This'he
recognized, raging, was in any case inevitable now. Only vengeance
remained: to destroy this Imperial captain who had so cunningly out-
witted him and crippled him already of almost half his strength. But
before he could think even of that, he must rest his gangs which had
been too hard and recklessly driven at the desperate rate of nearly
thirty strokes a minute. And meanwhile if the enemy, observing him
a mile away, should decide upon attack, Lando would hardly find
himself at his best to meet it. He realized it.
"Serve wine," he ordered in a voice that shook, his face livid above
his black beard.
Wardens and sub-vyardens moved at speed along the gang-decks
with wine-skins and drinking-cans for the slaves.
On Prospero's side, however, there was no incentive to further
engagement. The supply ships were already under the shadow of

